SOLAR FIRE INTERPRETATIONS REPORT
Solar Fire Midpoint Interpretations
(c) 2008, Esoteric Technologies Pty Ltd
This report provides you with a list and interpretations of the planets or points and
their aspects to midpoints in your chart. You will note the number of items in this
midpoint report can vary depending on the modulus degree value and orb that are
selected. The modulus degree value is associated with a harmonic of the chart. For
example, selecting a modulus of 360° will show planets to midpoints that are conjunct
in a normal 360° chart wheel. Selecting a modulus of 90° (the 4th harmonic) shows
planets to midpoints that are in either conjunction, opposition or square to the
midpoint. For general midpoint work, the 90° modulus is the one normally used but
other values may also be used.
The order in which planet to midpoint is presented is based on the degree from Aries
to Pisces the midpoint is placed. This is the same order as used in Solar Fire's
Midpoint Axes and Midpoint Trees reports.
The Solar Fire Midpoint interpretations text has been written by UK astrologer Julian
Venables. Julian works in England as a client-based astrologer, teaching beginners’
classes as well as conducting private tuition. He holds a certificate from The Faculty
of Astrological Studies and has completed his Diploma studies and Exams. Julian was
on the committee of The Astrology Lodge of London and is a member of The
Astrological Association of Great Britain.
CHART DETAILS
Agatha Christie - Natal Chart
15 Sep 1890 NS, 4:00 am, +0:00
Torquay England, 50°N28', 003°W30'
Geocentric Tropical Zodiac
Placidus Houses, True Node
PLANETS TO MIDPOINTS
Modulus 90°00' - Max Orb 1°00'
Moon = Saturn / Uranus +0°24' d
Your emotions and feelings are under constant duress and tension leading you
towards indecisiveness and uncertainty in your relationships and dealings with others.
You might often suddenly change around your life structures and liberate yourself due
to emotional stress.
Mercury = Sun / Venus +0°08' d
You think about love and need to have good communications and shared intellect

with partners, so things like mobile texts and emails are good for you. You have a
logical and rational approach to love-problems. You think artistically and creatively
and could make a good artist or musician.
Mercury = Saturn / Midheaven +0°52'
Your thinking process and mental state can easily reach introspective and depressive
states. Try to avoid brooding and moodiness by meditation and keep a clear mind.
Uranus = North Node / Ascendant +0°26'
You have a surprising urge to spend all your time with other people and constantly
interact socially. You find your contacts and associations offer surprises and exciting
alternatives to any humdrum existence.
Chiron = Venus / Uranus +0°15'
No text available for this topic.
Chiron = Mars / Saturn +0°30'
No text available for this topic.
Jupiter = Mars / Saturn -0°39'
You might find the need to focus completely on one task to bring it to success whilst
ignoring everything else in your world. The continuous efforts you put into work are
rewarded but you can miss out on good times and feel bitterness as a result.
Jupiter = Venus / Uranus -0°54'
Sudden attractions and stimulations make you feel happy. You are a lover of art and
the creative process and appreciate unique and eccentric styles. You keep a unique
rhythm to life that can be inspiring to others.
Venus = Sun / Mars -0°00' d
Plenty of energy and vitality expressed in your relationships and in love. Satisfying
sexual expression and creative urges. You express love with intent and determination.
Venus = Uranus / Midheaven +0°29'
Your sensual nature is easily turned on and you can be forward in expressing your
affections and attractions. Fashion is important to you and you may have a unique
style and original personality that helps you to get ahead.
Midheaven = Venus / Pluto +0°11'
Your life mission is to express your sexual urges and desires. You are known for your
strong love feelings towards others. You would make a passionate artist.
Midheaven = Venus / Neptune -0°20'
You might find you are known for your romantic and dreamy nature with an
inclination to lose yourself in love. When reality comes around, you might find you
get disappointed and disillusioned.
Ascendant = Moon / Jupiter +0°12'
Your general approach is confident and happy, benevolent and cheerful. You are
popular and might like to express your beliefs and the meaning of life as you see it.

Ascendant = Venus / Mars -0°21'
Your general approach to life allows you to easily express your feelings, sensuality
and passions in your relationships and have an affectionate behaviour.
Ascendant = Moon / Chiron -0°22' d
No text available for this topic.
Neptune = North Node / Midheaven -0°54' d
You might find relationships difficult due to vagueness in your life direction.
Connecting with groups and contacts can also be disappointing and good links can
drift apart. Be wary of illusions and deceitfulness that could lead to separations.
Pluto = Mercury / Chiron +0°27'
No text available for this topic.
Pluto = Mars / Midheaven +0°57'
You might be fanatical and obsessive about a particular goal or objective that you are
determined to make a success.
Saturn = Mercury / Jupiter -0°18'
You might find it difficult to make decisions. A learning environment can make you
feel inhibited or held back and you might prefer to withdraw to think about things in
your own time. Journeys and travelling can lead to you separating from others.
Saturn = Mars / Midheaven -0°23' d
You might have difficulties concentrating and focussing on your objectives in life.
Through worrying and over anxious behaviour your actions can result in failures.
Saturn = Mercury / Chiron -0°53' d
No text available for this topic.
Sun = Mars / North Node -0°28' d
You shine when in cooperation with others and your willpower is based around
physical union with others and uniting together. You like to pull people together to fill
a common purpose.
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